SPE‐GCS Special Event Pricing Guidelines
Purpose
 To create a set of minimum pricing guidelines for the SPE‐GCS groups to use when they are
planning a special event outside of the standard “luncheon/networking” format.
 Typically this would be at least a half day event and preferable one or more days.
 Our customers should know what pricing to expect for these types of events, regardless of the
SPE‐GCS group hosting the event.
 The groups are encouraged to use the “Special Event Budget Template” to help plan their event
(see example on page 2). If this is the first time for this event, the spreadsheet MUST be filled
out and submitted to the SPE‐GCS Programs Chair for approval. Depending on the event the
group may be required to present their event planning results at a SPE‐GCS Board of Director’s
meeting.
 The prices shown on the Event Pricing Guidelines table below are “recommended minimums” to
use when planning special events. Some events may warrant a higher registration prices.
 It’s important to ensure your per‐head registration rate for “Students/Mit, Retired SPE” will be
sufficient to cover your per‐head event cost. You can use the “Special Event Budget Template”
to determine this amount.
 It is also recommended to set a maximum number of “Students/Mit, Retired SPE” registrations
you will accept (typically a percentage of the total expected attendance). You can use the
“Special Event Budget Template” to determine this amount.
 Established special events that have a historic pricing structure can continue to use this
structure as long as the pricing is still relevant to the event recognition and market conditions.
 Exceptions are made for SPEi sponsored events (i.e., ESP Symposium).
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The Special Event Budget Template has been populated with “example” data so you can see how the
template works. Please replace all the fields with your own data to evaluate your event.
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